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Contact: Aaron Lane, (614) 539-4600
A Business & Family Mauck2 Sprinter with Swanky Interior Style Matching
the Unique Exterior
(Grove City, Ohio) Creative Mobile Interiors recently finished and delivered a stunning Mauck2
Sprinter that stands at the forefront of luxury and good looks. CMI built this elegant and
comfortable vehicle for a local business owner looking for a custom vehicle to serve multiple
purposes. The vehicle features capabilities that allow it to be used as a mobile office, a
corporate transporter, and a friendly place for leisure. With the dependability of a typical
Sprinter, the Mauck2 only adds to the options and enjoyment.
The high-end appeal begins with the champagne-metallic exterior paint color that
beautifully wraps the expansive curves of this unique chassis. The vehicle exterior features
other amenities like a large rear hatch opening, generous under-floor storage bays, and awning
windows (to name a few). The luxurious exterior color is carried seamlessly through to the wellappointed interior, seen immediately in the eye-catching details. First, and most notable, the
seating features subtle two tone gold ultra-leather upholstery. These eight captain's seats are
truly distinctive, and you'd think they were cut just for you. Another fine detail is the deluxe
woven-pattern flooring with lustrous gold grout lines for accent. The floor tiles are laid
diagonally to create visual interest making the interior feel more spacious.
Three of the captain's seats feature their own pull-out tray table/work station for added
versatility. They also feature individual cup holders to ensure that your beverage will stay
upright while in transit. Individual outlets and task lighting makes sure the seats are well
equipped for just about any activity. With custom accent lighting (in addition to the ceiling and
individual lights) overhead, you can ensure an even glow in whatever hue suits your mood. To
keep passengers entertained, CMI added a hefty Rockford Fosgate stereo system (separate
from the driver's area) and a 26" LED TV with an In-Motion satellite system. Further enjoyment
can be obtained via the included game ports, or the iPod stereo integration (for music or
videos).

Behind the captain's seats, there are two opposing sofas that fit four people for dining,
lounging, business discussions, etc. A removable Corian table sits between the sofas allowing
ultimate flexibility - including the opportunity to lay the sofas flat into a bed. Behind the sofas is
a custom cabinet with unique built-ins. On each side of this cabinet, there are custom built icechests recessed into a Corian counter-top. The center of the cabinet has a removable Corian
lid with direct drop into an integrated waste basket.
The back of the vehicle features abundant storage cabinets as well as access to the
trash receptacle. This storage area allows the opportunity to hide things out of the way making
the interior more comfortable for trips. To add to the functionality, the dinette/sofa area was built
on a riser, giving long storage opportunities underneath. This is specifically important for the
customer who commonly hosts golf outings - the area allows for large, clunky golf bags to be
stowed away with room to spare.
CMI is well known for creating one-of-a-kind vehicles, and the Mauck2 only amplifies
that. Built on a Mercedes Sprinter chassis, the custom bodied Mauck2 is ideal for many
applications. The Mauck2 builds upon an already superior vehicle that features durability, size,
and features you cannot find elsewhere. Have CMI add a custom interior, built to your
standards, and you have an individualized vehicle that hits every note.
CMI is in its thirteenth year of business and is headquartered at 6237 Seeds Road in Grove
City, Ohio - a suburb of Columbus. The company specializes in converting motor coaches, Sprinter
vans, buses, trailers and mini-coaches into luxury, commercial and specialty vehicles outfitted with
custom, top-of-the-line features and amenities. CMI can be reached at (614) 539-4600 or at
www.CreativeMobileInteriors.com and on Facebook. For more information on the Mauck2,
check out www.Mauck2.com

